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Newy1·.inNewYork
by Montgomery Alcott
After the numbers, Patrick hiccuped again.
His pink tiara fell in the attack
And I saw twenty-sixteen on the tavern floor.
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Building On Indian Spring Road I Stefan Vasic

Why Read?
Delivered by Erua Brann, March 2016, to the Great Books Honors Course ofthe Torrey Institute,
Bio/a University, La Mirada, California.

Y

ou've all probably heard the expression "preaching
to the choir," which means trying to persuade the
faithful of what they already believe. The opposite
of preaching to the faithful choir is propagandizing the disengaged crowd. This latter preaching needs to be a little
lurid, just to raise attention, and somewhat gross, so as to
trump the competition.
I know that I'm addressing an audience of the already
convinced who are not in need of a pep talk but could perhaps do with a visitor's more subdued reflection on their
commitment. I understand that commitment to have two
aspects: You are willing to read books from a large yet selective list and you submit to a way of teaching which Professor Wright described to me as "the Socratic method."
Now it seems true to me that there is some method in
Socrates' divine madness, but though he has his very own
way, it is not a method strictly speaking, that is to say a
codified procedure applicable universally, willy-nilly.
You will recall that in his Apology, that is, the "Defense" of his way of life, Socrates famously says: "The unexamined life is not worth living." I get a wicked pleasure
from pointing out on every suitable occasion that he says
something much more rousing. He actually says: "The unexamined life is not livable." In other words, you haven't
lived if you haven't reflected on your living. You've been
carried along on the stream of your life until one day you
went under - and that was that. To make your merely lived
life come alive you have to recall and review it. To rephrase
Socrates: The once-lived life has hardly happened. Live
twice!
Let me take account here of your age as undergraduates. Most of you will be in your late teens or early twenties. So if all goes well, less than a quarter of your life has
gone by. Is Socrates asking you to wax prematurely autobiographical? No, the reflection in which he has faith is not
age-related. According to students of child development,
you discerned objects before you'd been in this world more
than three weeks, so you've had zillions of things to think
about. When you were two years old you began - the terrible two's - to be intensely aware of yourself as a willful
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being, a self-assertive little imp.
Recall that Socrates is a great believer in Apollo's
saying, posted in his temple: "Know thyself." By "thyself"
Socrates does not mean your unique, private, personal, idiosyncratic self, of which he wants us to take notice mostly
so as to manage its waywardness. He means: Discover
and know your human nature. One superlatively mystifying feature of that nature is our ability - we do not know
whether any other animal possesses it - to talk to ourselves.
This ability for self-communion is evident even earlier
than is the feature of self-assertion. Those of you who have
baby-sat pre-linguistic infants might have experienced
what the experts call jargoning - an infinitely charming
jabbering, a kind of sweet proto-language that goes on
in the crib especially early in the morning when no one's
up, self to sel£ To me it seems like the beginning of selfknowledge and an indication that not much life experience
is required to engage in it. We are, specifically homo sapiens,
"the discerning human" from birth, and we can, nearly from
birth, reflect on objects in the world outside and on ourselves within. The word "reflect" means "bend back," return
to, double down on what comes into, appears before, our
human awareness, our consciousness. While I'm at it: The
very word "consciousness" means "knowing jointly [with
oneself]."
I'll just stop to point out that some of what I've said
so far I thought out on my own, but I got its shaping and
phrasing from reading books. The "but" is important here.
Thinking is not in a straight and easy relation to reading.
Reading presents thoughts as gifts; thinking produces
thoughts as accomplishments. That is a tension I shall keep
in mind as I now go on to tell you why you should be doing what you are in fact doing: read books. One way to put
the quandary is: How can I summon Socrates' invitation to
reflect in support of reading books, when studying books is
not necessarily thinking things out? Of course, he himself
read a lot: Homer, whom he knew by heart, the tragedians,
the writers of speeches, and most wonderfully, the philosophers who preceded him and who would one day be called
"the pre-Socratics."
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Why Read?

So now to reasons for reading. But one more thing:
There's reading and then there's reading. There's the kind
called texting, done on a minuscule tablet with a limit to
the cyphers used, which has in effect given up the ghost of
significance. Then there's the kind of easy feed, the bestseller, which we scarf up in a state of pleasant relaxation.
Then there's the instruction booklet, infinitely annoying,
because widget A never does fit into aperture B. I won't attempt to list all the types of reading we do, but instead I'll
leap to the list of books to which your program of learning
is in fact devoted. These books all share one characteristic:
They are demanding. They're not taken up lightly, nor do
they go down easily, nor are they irritatingly inscrutable.
They are, instead, difficult. Some, like Hume's great Treatise, are lucid on the surface and more and more complex
as you penetrate it; others, like Kant's Critiques, are obscure
when you first open them but become quite intelligible as
you go. All require your undivided attention and repay it
with insights that are at once new to you and also welcome
to your intellect. They deliver adventitious, that is, novel,
matter which nevertheless immediately sits well in your
intellect - or rouses energizing opposition. The fictions
among these works also require alert being-there. You can't
scan or abstract a great novel: The plot is an extrusion of the
characters' being, not their prop, as in a routine romance.
These works have depth, which means that they open
up successively, are in effect inexhaustible, so that a reading
program like yours is an assignment for life, for re-reading.
By the way, "depth" in books is, of course, a metaphor, and
one element in reading "deep" books ought to be to think
out the literal meaning of the figure of speech: What exactly does it mean to get deep into a deep book? That's not
for tonight.
Such books have a collective name, one I've already
introduced: They're great, "great books." (I hasten to say
that while all great books are ipso facto demanding, because
they're rich, the converse is false. There are plenty of very
difficult works, usually perpetrated at universities, that are
pretty meager. The usual reason is that while plain language
expresses the author's thought, difficult jargon displaces it.
4

By and large, undergraduates should not be reading such
derivative works.)
I really believe that greatness designates a class of
books, a class by itself, the so-called classics. The notion
of incomparable excellence is now, in the face of a certain
dogmatic egalitarianism, somewhat in disrepute. It's another interesting issue I'll set aside tonight.- We'll see who
comes out ahead in the long run.
Now I'll get down to my job and give you my answer
to the question of my title: "Why read?" Of course, I mean:
Why read books and, moreover, why read great books? As
for the "book'' part, I don't care what so-called delivery system you use. If you like, bring your text on stone tablets,
like those Moses inscribed on Mount Sinai, or on an electronic tablet, as long as you can readily flip to the page we're
all on. As for the "great" part, come with some faith in the
faculty's ·reading list. And that brings me to a first reason.
One. Great books held in common and conversation
about them is the cause of the warmest, most long-lasting,
least problem-fraught friendships life has. The friends you
room with, work with, play with come and go as the occasion arises and falls apart; reading friendships survive the
decades. I'm speaking from experience here.
There used to be a name for this club: the Republic of
Letters, whose citizens are cosmopolitan in reach of interest and global in human sympathy. A faculty that has the
preparation and the courage to choose and require a reading list like yours is a small sub-community of this commonwealth. Belonging requires preparation, because to
compose such a list you have to read extensively and critically, and it requires courage because you have to be willing to judge decisively and articulately. The same demands
go for you students in reverse order: You have to have the
guts to commit yourself to real, substantial study, and then
you have to prepare your assignments with concentration.
It's way different from the flabbily social relations of casual
friends focused on fun, or that pretended cosmopolitanism
of, say, eating falafel or wearing a sari - all good fun, but not
quite for real. To see and hear another human being expres-

hard times shut down most alternative programs, some
such courses existed. Let me tell you: It wasn't as joyful as
it sounds. Why not? Because the sightseers' life isn't all that
real, and self-concentrated talk misses the real self.
What then is the substance and depth I am attributing to great books, and why are they a gift to us? Substance
is persistent thereness; these books are not in the canine
and apish Now that Browning's Grammarian scorns. Adolescent preferences fade away; these books gain glow as you
age. I'm again speaking from experience here- my own and
my friends! Substantial is what great books are in themselves - depth is what they offer us. This is a very personal
way of talking, so I'll explain it.
I think that we have laminated, that is to say layered,
souls. If you like, our souls are stratified, as were the deposTwo. Here's my second reason for reading great books. its we found and numbered when I was an archaeologist
Such books have substance and, as I said, depth. You might in Athens, some sixty years ago. So also is the world stratisay: That's underwhelming in its hazy generality. There's fied. It has a surface layer: the phenomena, the way things
life itself, which is realer, more here and now, more inex- in general look on their outside, their surface appearance.
Both our souls and our world challenge us to dig into them,
haustible than a page with little squiggles on it.
A favorite line of mine is from Robert Browning's ''A to penetrate the surface. The same things, for example, have
very variable looks, depending on the light that shines on
Grammarian's Funeral":
them and the perspective we have on them. For instance,
Other's mistrust and say, "But time escapes: Live
on the surface we are our idiosyncratic sel·ves, below that
now or never!"
we carry each our shaping ethnic background, yet deeper
He said, "What's time? Leave Now for dogs and
we have our common humanity. So with the world. On the
apes! Man has Forever."
The scholar's advisors have a point. Since the purpose surface each body varies from all others in infinite detail;
of reading is to appropriate life, why not just live it, now? beneath that, all are tangibly shaped material, still deeper
After all, Socrates said that to gain our life we must think all lose their shaped materiality and become the numerable
about it. He didn't say "study books" (although, as I've said, mass-points called "m" in physics.
Here is what books do: They delineate these levels for
he had actually read everything available. And though he
himself dictated no scroll to any slave as far as we know, us and take us into them. They help us penetrate into ourwhen he was in his sixties, Plato came into his life, and then selves and into the world. I think this penetration is what
Socrates means by the examination, which, if we leave
he must have known that his ways and thoughts would be
undone, we aren't all there; we don't exist on all the levels
written up.)
beneath the surface. Of course, the writers of great books
Well then, why read books rather than live reality? Or know that "depth" is a spatial metaphor, a visualizing figure
if you feel you need formal preparation, why not find, more of speech. So as we work our way into the depths we must
likely in California than, say, in Maryland, a School of Life? also ask: What is the literal, the concrete, meaning of shalIts curriculum might be "World 1.00: You travel all over" low or deep living - but not tonight.
and "Myself 2.00: You talk about yourself" In fact before

sive in the light of greatness is a pleasure of a higher order.
So the first reward is simply invaluable: there is no
price you can put on it. It's that communion of friends,
that commonwealth of readers, I've just described. I should
soberly qualify the extent of such friendships here. You've
read Aristotle on friendship and might recall that he inquires into the number of friends it is possible to have: at
the most as many as live nearby. He would have been simply disgusted at the inhuman greed for quantity that is now
called "friending." It follows that the global friendship of
readers is potential. You will gain a world of people who
could well, who might be, your friends, real friends, soulmates. Some, a few of these, will be actual, face-to-face or
voice-to-voice friends.
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Three. Great books help us do what we can't do for
ourselves; they are our supporters in a life-enhancing activity. But once again: Why turn to books rather than directly
to life itself? In the end we have to do it all by ourselves,
for ourselves. Why not face ourselves and our world in that
direct way? Here's the answer, straight and harsh: We're not
up to it. Most of us, you and I and your professors, faced
with all that is within and without us, simply shut down or
take to babbling. So we need the boot-strappers, the socalled original thinkers who, though they too have teachers,
are able to go beyond them on their own.
You will have seen, you must have felt, the danger.
We need teachers. Then how do we avoid becoming mere
disciples? How do readers of great books escape becoming
their captives, escape from their constricting embrace? It's
alright for a while, especially in youth, to indenture yourself
to a master. A year of devotion, of surrender to Socrates, or
Nietzsche or Hegel, is the mark of an ardent soul. It's the
beginning of expertise, but it's also the end of the examined
life. (Oddly enough it's the writers who seem least to want
such followers who most attract them.)
But here's the saving grace. Your own great books
list contains little short of ten dozen authors. Just because
they're great, these books differ from each other in nontrivial ways. Even if one author captivates you, there are
about one hundred and nineteen others to liberate you.
Non-judgmentalism is nice in social situations, but in matters of intellect, judgments are what we have to make. The
reading of quite a few great books will return you to the
edgy vitality that is part of being all there. I'll put it this
way: such various reading will make you critical, not in the
sense of carping denial but in the spirit of affirming interest.
And when you finally actively and steadfastly embrace
a belief - embrace it rather than being captured by it - you,
the student, may, as I see it, lay claim to it as your own.
For if Plato, for example, hatched an idea when he was,
say thirty-eight, and you receivea, understood, and adopted
it at eighteen, then you are i s legitimate claimant, having
come to it first in your own biographical time.
6
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Four. Great books are affirmative. There seem to
me to be two camps with respect to liberal higher education. I'll call one, for short, the problem-solving party and
the other the life-shaping camp. The first, the problematic party, wants education to be, as they say, "relevant,'' to
concern itself with the understanding and cure of current
ills. I'm not on that side, because I think that finding those
solutions to present evils that don't mire us in unintended
consequences requires much common sense and practical
experience, such as even the most promising eighteenyear-olds shouldn't and can't have - that's not what it is to
be promisingly young.
The camp in which I live thinks that the central purpose of a liberal education is to give students a chance at
working out a picture of happiness.
Administrators, some of whom believe that schools
should be held statistically accountable for outcomes, want
alumni to fill out questionnaires asking them, for example,
to rate their post-BA happiness. What, I ask myself, if a lot
of the graduates of my college thought that they'd never
again been as happy, as alive, as they were reading books
with us? Would that count for or against us?
I think it would prove that we'd given them a chance
at a truly useful education. For to live well with yourself
and act effectively in the world, one knowledge matters
above all others, the knowledge of what constitutes, what
makes for happiness, happiness as distinct from pleasure,
fun, or excitement. If your learning life at the university was
a dreary routine of socializing fun and reluctant hitting the
books or scanning the screen, you'll not be much good to
the world, since you won't know what "good" is - know it
not as a formula but as an experience.
What is the relation of great works to the experience
of happiness? It is a very close one. Think of Augustine's
Confessions, which is on your list. The author experiences
and meticulously describes his sins and agonies - but the
reading of it is grippingly exhilarating. Think of Shakespeare's Macbeth, whose hero descends into all the horrors
and miseries of a tyrannical soul - but the watching of it is
grandly awesome. Great books can depict a world that is

hostile, souls that are stricken, fates that are terrible. But
they are not just depressing, repulsive or frightening. They
are, by their very greatness, affirmative. It's a characteristic
I'm sure of but endlessly puzzled by. Let me give a particularly poignant example from a great work, a book of
the audible sort: Bach's St. Matthew Passion. It sings and
tells of a horrible death by torture, the Crucifixion - but it
is altogether beautiful. How can that be? How is it done?
Another enigma not for tonight.
Five. So I'll just move on to my next to last reason
for reading: the toning of the soul, which follows from the
affirmative nature of greatness. If you get to be ninety, as
many of you may, you will have lived through roughly fiftyfive million heart beats. Life is wearying and the flesh is
weak; the spirit cannot possibly maintain a pulsing excitement for every moment of our lifetimes. We are often low
and deflated - at least those of us lucky enough not to live
in constant fear, want, or pain. The blues or blahs are the
null mode of civilized humanity; whoever called it "quiet
desperation" was being too dramatic. Books of depth and
substance can help here, better than light reading, say a
Harlequin Romance, that acts more like those ChineseAmerican meals, which fill you but don't satisfy you. In
making demands on us and then really repaying our efforts, great books tone our souls. They impart to them a
vitalizing tension.
People who have the mandate and the leisure to think,
to study, to foster the spirit, are especially prone to what
medieval monks called acedia, a kind of spiritual moping,
a revulsion from accepting the very blessings for which
they really long. All students who don't study like automata know it. Its mild form is the inability to pull yourself
together, to get down to it; its more serious form is being stalled, distracted, sleepy, mildly - not clinically - depressed. If you can only collect yourself enough to "pick up
[the book] and read" (I'm quoting from a crucial event in
Augustine's Confessions) a great book will pull you out of
this languor.
For such reading requires a dual mind, a kind of sound

schizophrenia. You have to entertain within yourself both a
critical and a reverent spirit. What I mean is that your critique is not rejection but engagement, that your doubts are
honor done a text by close attention. And your reverence,
far from being passive submission, is an active faith in the
author's greatness. I'll give an example. While I'm writing
this talk, my seniors and I are reading Karl Marx's Capital.
In my personal opinion, this book has, more than any other,
wreaked havoc in the world, largely because of an ingeniously false theory that demonizes working for a wage. Yet
all - well most - of our intellects are on full alert, engaged
by Marx's vivid and lucid prose and his acute, complex and
original theorizing.
So you may smile at my notion that reading Marx is
therapy for feeling low, but I'm serious about this: If only
you can bring yourself to sit down to it, reading great books
arouses your vital spirits.
Six. So now to my last point, which also concerns
reading as a therapy, a therapy highly specific to an element
of our current condition. That condition is most evident in
cyberspace, where many of you probably live a large part
of your life. There you find verbal texts, to be sure, but also
a veritable flood of imagery, pictures made by others for
their own purposes and poured out before or over you. This
mud slide threatens to swamp and suffocate what seems to
me our second most wonderful and very mysterious ability.
(The most wonderful of all is, of course, our ability to think
and to say what we think.)
This mysterious ability - brain science has come nowhere near explaining it - is our power to form mental
images, to see internally, to re-view within, what we remember having seen, or even to produce pictures of what
we've never seen. It is this capacity, absolutely necessary to
a livable inner life, that is threatened by the electronic image tsunami.
Now think of books. Children's books have lots of pictures and few words. G reat novels have hundreds of pages
of bare words - sometimes over seven hundred. But if some
bold spirit has contributed a few figure plates, I, for one,
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Gothics I Sophie Colt

usually say to myself: "That's not how she" - say Natasha
Rostov in war and Peace - "looks at all; I've seen her." Now
imagine that some idiot undertook to illustrate what Hegel
calls the "gallery of figures," in which the world-spirit appears in his Phenomenology of the Spirit. That would take
the cake in ludicrousness. And yet I've walked down that
gallery, too - illustrated, so to speak, my own apprehension
of Hegel's intellect.
Seen Natasha, viewed the incarnate world-spirit!
Where? In my imagination, of course, in my mind's eye.
Verbal texts incite, demand internal visualization. Logical
and mathematical texts often require inscribing diagrams
in your internal visual medium. Poetry (epic and lyric) or
fictions (short stories and novels) can be thought of as potential pictures - instructions for forming mental images.
Often you don't know what's going on until you actualize
those directions. I can give examples in the question period.
This is a good place to end, though of course there are
more good reasons for reading. It's, in fact, the best place to
stop, because if texts of words are indeed exercises in visu alization, in actively generating our own images from wellwrought words, if they are in fact exercises that prevent us
from passively succumbing to other people's pictures and
their self-serving agendas, then we might conclusively say
of reading the best of books: They cooperate in saving our
souls.
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Untitled I Stuart Lombard

Blooming Life
byR.M. Goad
as your thumb primes my lips
they make a fuss for truththe rest of you, reduced:
fingertips and torso
while too much of me tingles,
you knead the sorest knot
my heart, how you have wrought me:
to tantrum only tempered
going throughmy heart, this distance I can't weather:
I must be among youas we together envy blooming life.
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Holocausto
by Yolanda Bedregal (translation right)

Holocaust
translated by Camille Gagnier

Oh Cristo, yo quisiera de tu augusta cabeza
desclavar los espinos; endulzar tu martirio;
darte mi adolescencia como incienso en delirio;
alabandote en salmos, restafiar tu tristeza.
Te volcaria en mi alma con la dulce certeza
de corporal expolio a cabezal de lirio.
Me inmolaria entera como ala sobre cirio
votivo que, al quemarse, con su llama te besa.
El humo, en holocausto, de mi cuerpo ofrendado
empapara en perfume la esponja de la hiel
y, hundida entre la llaga, mi vida en tu costado,
-la culpa redimida y el mundo sin pecadoa la Ultima palabra de Dias crucificado,
ungiria con rosa de amor tu humana piel.

Oh Christ, I would like from your augustan head
to disengage the thorns; to make sweet your martyrdom;
to give you my youth like delirious incense; and
praising you in psalms, to staunch your sadness.
I would spill you out in my soul with the sweet assurance
Of body pillaged at lily's bloom.
I would sacrifice myself like a wing on a pascal
candle that, as it burns, with its call kisses you.
The fumes, in holocaust, from my offered body
would soak the bitter sponge in perfume
and, buried in the wound, my life on your side,
-the guilt redeemed and the world without sinat the final word of Crucified God,
would anoint with loving rose your human flesh.
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[An Engineer's Guilt]
by Felipe Rego
(Something spoken, I think)

When I was little I did a science project on supernovas

I ask you to consider the notion of collision.

A topic I requested.

I wonder if that's our fault.

Of collapse.

I thought they were spectacular- but learning about them
made me sad.

Because I guess the universe thinks it's all simple, right?

Of sacrifice.
Of death.
I will passionately support the pursuit of knowledge any
time any day any place- as if my life depends on it
And I suppose it does.
But alchemy isn't all crazy
The universe seems to ask for exchange
Knowledge is rarely bestowed divinely upon us mere mortals.
Education, like life, is suffering.
Suffering into truth, I'm assured.
Few things can be learned without sacrifice of some sort.
Perhaps no things.
Consider the lobotomyShock therapyThe point at which your femurs can no longer support
weightWe only know of certain human limits because the Nazis
were the most relentless philosophers.
Nothing was more valuable than knowing,
No sacrifice was too great
Yet their greatest military failures could've been avoided by
looking just over their shoulders.
I don't believe in torture but I definitely believe we should've
gone to the moon.
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Doing science is like trying to make the perfect omeletteimagine what you're gonna have to do to those eggs.

read between the lines.

"I wish I could, but java isn't so simple"

"It's all waves, homie.

No other presentation in the class featured the word
"death".

In the past two years I've compared the theory of gravita-

So much energy- so much life and time and history packed
into these beautiful glowing balls of science-

Boy, don't I feel stupid.

tion to Lavoisier's caloric theory in three different papers.

Ceasing to be.

Just knock stuff together and listen real hard."
Isn't it funnyIsn't it crazyIsn't it a little fucked how all these vibrations can just be
made into music?

Like an animation to a delete function.

And math?

And we have pictures.
The death of a star is truly tragic.

Isn't it messed up that everything is eventually just waves?

And circles if you feel like it?

Hawking says black holes "remember" what they absorb.

Beautiful- absolutely, yes- but these things are not mutually
exclusive.

Isn't it wild that, for example, any wave can be made into
music?

Think of all the times we say things "aren't so simple"

Consider: There is, conceptually, a song of the universe.

I wonder how much of our sun would be remembered.
I wonder if they remember what it feels like to collide.

I say it every day to people asking about Wi-Fi-

A collection of waves that make up our everything.

I wonder what memory brought us this beautiful sound of
the silent vacuum.

Or data transfer-

I wonder if it hurts.

Or how to turn one file type into another.

And you can put them together in order and listen to it, if
you can make the time.

I wonder if we deserve to hear it.
I wonder if maybe trees just want to fall alone and unheard.

We talk about things like they're completely different kinds
of files and we're tryna figure out how they run on the same
OS,

I am made to wonder if modern medicine was worth it.

But it looks like they're more like zip files.

"I'm sorry for your loss, but if it means anything his heart
was really weird so I'll get to publish a paper about it"

We can move them around freely and put them side by side
and into each other and unpack and repack and everything
will stay exactly as it was, just differently.

"It seems she died in pain, but now we have a video of a
brain suffering to death. In color."
I wonder how many doctors cry while they change the
world.
Science is beautiful.
Science is sad.
I guess it's easier to love learning if you pretend you can't

I wonder what kind of song it would be.
I'm sure it'd be fire.

Maybe just in a different place.
A different context.
Things aren't so simple.
Language isn't so simple.
Temperature isn't so simple.

15

To Tania
by Julia Shiller
She was pretty and young,
She was fast on her tongue;
He wasn't.
She noticed him first,
When she came unrehearsed;
He was late to her concert.

But his hands - in the air
Conducting from his wheelchair.
Music went to the end,
He could not understand.
Whose are those two hands?
Exhausted,
He won a few minutes of life
He didn't just lose it.

She could be his muse,
But nothing amused him;
Only cello and music.
She touched a magic of strings,
Cello's awaking spring ,
Preached to find his way
To Titan Mnemosyne.
Second chair from the right,
He conducted with pride
Recollecting his past
While music was last.

She dreamed to perform,
But she had simply learned
That he found her destiny.
Teaching ...
Her music is reaching to the mind that stole its own past,
She is back to his lesson,
Her music will last.

InLimine
by Eugenio Montale (translation right)

lnLimine
translated by Emily Grazier

Godi se il vento ch' entra nel pomario
vi rimena l'ondata della vita:
qui dove affonda un morto
viluppo di memorie,
orto non era, ma reliquario.

Delight, if the wind that enters into the orchard
there stirs up the surge of life:
here where sinks a dead
tangle of memories,
was not a garden, but a reliquary.

Il frullo che tu senti non e un volo,
ma il commuoversi dell'eterno grembo;
vedi che si trasforma questo lembo
di terra solitario in un crogiuolo.

The flutter that you sense is not a flight
but the exciting of the eternal womb;
see how it is transformed - this strip
of earth, isolated, in a crucible.

Un rovello e di qua dall'erto muro.
Se procedi t' imbatti
tu forse nel fantasma che ti salva:
si compongono qui le storie, gli atti
scancellati pel giuoco del futuro.
Cerca una maglia rotta nella rete
che ci stringe, tu balza fuori, fuggi!
Va, per te l'ho pregato, - ora la sete
mi sara lieve, meno acre la ruggine...

A vexation is here from the precipitous wall.

If you proceed you bump into,
perhaps, the spectre that saves you:
composed here are the histories, the deeds
blotted out for the game of the future.
Search for a mesh broken in the net
that clasps us, leap out, flee!
Go, for you I have begged for it, - now my thirst
will be light, less acrid the rust ....

May be teaching
Could help him with reaching
His past;
Her cello was preaching,
Her music was reaching
His heart.
His eyes were bright,
He was winning his fight.
(She returned him to life)
He remembered his wife,
Who pronounced one word
That cuts like a sword:
Alzheimer.

16

He might not comprehend,
He might not understand
Her teaching,
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Antigone
by Sophocles - translated in verse by Arthur Kohn
Cut out other side.

ANTIGONE
0 head, Ismene, of our common womb,
Know you some curse of our Oedipus Zeus
Does not yet bring to end o'er us still living?
For there is nothing not yet full of pain,
Nor without ruin, nor dishonored, nor shamed.
I have not seen an evil that does not
Belong to us two, you and I. Now
What do they say in the city public
About the law the General has set down?
Hark, do you know or care? Or does it 'scape you
When hateful evils march 'gainst those you love?
ISMENE
To me no word nor rumor, cruel nor kind
Regarding friends, Antigone, has come. Since
Our dual and dueling brothers died
In just one day by doubled hands in death.
And since the Argive army fell away
This night just past, I've seen nothing beyond,
No more of my prosperity or ruin.
ANTIGONE
I've seen it well, and on account of this
I've sent for you outside the outmost gate,
So you alone might hear this

5

10

wKo1vov al.rrU8£A.cpov'foµ~vric; Kapa,
ap, o1a0, 0 Tl Zeuc; TWV cm, Oioinou KaKWV
6rro1ov ouxl v(j>v en ~WO'ULV Tt:Aci;
oMev yap OUT' aA.ymov OUT' UTT]c; a-rep
Soih, alaxpov OUT, anµ6v foe,' 6rro1ov OU
TWV O'WV Te Kaµwv OUK orrwrr' eyw KaKWV.
Kal vuv Ti TOUT' au cpaO'l rravo~µ<.p rr6A.e1
K~puyµa Beivm TOV O'TPUTTJYOV apTiwc;;
exw; Tl KELO'~Kouaac;; ~ ae A.av8avet
rrpoc; wuc; cplA.ouc; O'Teixovrn TWV exepwv KaKa;

15

eµol µev oMelc; µu0oc;, A.vny6vri cpiA.wv
oU0 ' ~Mc; ou-r' cl.Aymoc; LKeT' e~ OTOU
ouoiv 6.0eA.cpoiv eaTep~0riµev ofo,
µ1g 8aVOVTOlV ~µep\t 0L7tAft xepi:
EITEL OE cppouOOc; EaTlV Apyelwv O'Tpa-roc;
ev VUKTL Tft vuv, ouoev olO, urrepTepov,
ouT ' eurnxouaa µO.Hov ouT' aTwµevri.

20

fl6ri KaA.wc;, Kai a' EKToc; auA.elwv TTUAWV
TOUO , ouveK , e~erreµrrov, we; µ6v11 KAUOlc;.

ISMENE

Ti 0' fon; OT)AOic; yap Tl KUAXUiVOUO' ' erroc;.

What is it?
Clearly you ponder some dark, purple word.
ANTIGONE
Has not for death rights of our brothers both
Creon dishonored one and praised the other?
Eteocles they say with Justice and
The righteous use of custom has been hidden
Beneath the Earth with honor and the dead,
While Polyneices' corpse which died in mis'ry
They say has been proclaimed to citizens
To stay uncovered, out of death rights,

I·
30
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ou yap Tacpou v(j>v Tw KaO'lyv~Tw Kpewv
TOV µev rrpo-riaac;, TOV 6 , aT1µaaac; exeL;
'ETeoKAEa µev, we; HyouO'L, O'UV OiKT]c;
XP~O'El OtKai\t Kal v6µou KaTa xeovoc;
EKPU\l'E wic; £vep8ev evnµov veKpoic;:
TOV 0' a8A.iwc; 0av6v-ra IIoA.uveiKouc; VEKUV
aawiai <paO"LV EKKEKT)puxem TO µ~
-racp<.p KaA.inJ!m µ11oe KwKuaai nva,
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Antigone

Arthur Kohn

Nor wailed over, by anyone at all,
But suffer unlamented, unburied,
A sweet treat for the birds to find and feast on.
Things such as this they say, the good Creon
To you and me-e'en me-and has proclaimed,
And hither comes so that these things, to those
Who do not know, will be proclaimed, made clear,
The deed, not weighed against nothing, but who
So ever does these things will be set forth
Before the city to be murdered by stone.
Things are this way, and swiftly will you light
Upon yourself as either well born or
Corrupt though raised from good.

35

40

ISMENE
0 wretched one!
If this is so, how might I add further
Either by loosening or tightening?

45

ANTIGONE
Consider, then if you will work with me
By taking part in labour and in work.

e<iv 0' UKAUU'toV, &:ta<pov, oiwvoTc; YAUKUV
811aa.upov ELOOpWOL npoc; xapLV ~oplic;.
toLa.frrO. <petal TOY aya.Sov KpfovTa. aol
Kaµol, Hyw yap Kaµ£, KTJpu~a.vT ' exeLv,
Kal Oeupo veTa8m Taf>Ta total µ~ eiMa1v
aa<p~ npOKTJPU~OVTa., KUL TO np<iyµ' ayelV
oux we; nap' ouf>Ev, an, oc; av toUTWV Tl Op~,
cpovov 7tp0Ke1a8m OTjµoA.euaTOV ev noAEl.
oihwc; EXEL OOL rnurn, Ka.l oel~elc; Taxa
eh ' euyev~c; 7tE<pUKa.c; eh' fo8AWV KUK~.

Ti 0') wrnA.a.T<ppov, el TUO' ev toUtolc;, eyw
Moua' av~ 'cpamouaa. npocr8eiµ11v 7TAEOV;

el ~uµnov~cretc; Kal ~uvepyacret aK07tEl

ISMENE
What kind of hazard is that? Where's your mind now? 50
ANTIGONE
Together will you lend your hand to raise
The fallen corpse?

noTov Tl KtvMveuµa.; nou yvwµ11c; noT' el;

el TOV VEKpOV ~UV TfiOe KOU<pLetc; xepl.

Has spoke against this.
ANTIGONE
But it's not with him
To shut me out from that which is my own.
ISMENE
0 woe is me! Remember, sister, how
The hated, inglorious father of us
Was decimated. And for his error
Did double strike his eyes with his own hand.
Thereafter, wife and mother, double named,
With twisted cords did violate dear life.
And third, the brothers, two in one short day
In mutual murder, miserably their fate
Did seal together with each others hand.
And now we two left alone alive
Consider how detestably destroyed
We will be if we violate, with custom
The laws made by the absolute sovereign
Oe e'en to overstep any power.
But it behooves us to remember this,
That we as women by nature cannot
'Gainst men put up a fight, it's not in us
And thus by this we're ruled by strength
And must obey things more painful than this
And I in truth do beg those 'neath the earth
To hold pardon as I'm constrained in this
For I'm suaded by those who stand fulfilled
And acting 'gainst them is nonsense to none.

an' ouoev atm9 TWV eµwv µ, e'lpyeLV µha.
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o'lµo1. <ppov11aov, wKaa1yv~T'l, na.-r~p
we; vq>v anex0~c; OuaKAE~c; T' anwAe-ro,
npoc; auto<pwpwv aµnAaKT]µCtTWV 0L7tACic;
O'l!ELc; 6.p6.~a.c; a.uToc; autoupyq> xepl.
foma. µ~T'lP Ka.l yuv~, 0L7tAOUV enoc;,
7tAeK1'alatV apTCtVatat AWPUTUL piov:
Tplrnv 8, aoeA.cpw Mo µlav Ka.0' ~µipav
aurnKrnvouvw Tw TaA.a.mwpw µ6pov
KOlVOV KaTElpyaaa.vT' enan~AOlV xepoTv.
vuv {j, au µova {j~ vw AEAE1µµ£va OK07tEl
Oa4J KUKlaT' 6A.ouµe0', et v6µou Pi9'.
\jf~cpov Tupavvwv ~ Kp6.TTJ nape~tµev.
an' evvoe1v XP~ TOUTO µE:v yuvaTx' OTL
e<puµev, we; npoc; av6pac; OU µaxouµiva.
bretrn {j' OUVEK , apx6µw0 ' eK Kpelaaovwv,
Kal TaUT , UKOUElV KUTI TWV6' aA.yiova.
65eyw µE:v ouv airnt>aa wuc; uno x0ovoc;
~uyyvoLaV '(axe1v, we; ~la(oµm Ta6e,
Tole; ev TEAEL pe~wat 7telaoµm: TO yap
nepiaaa npaaae1v ouK exe1 vouv oMiva.

ISMENE
You think to honor him?
Though surely forbidden in all the city?
ANTIGONE
Surely he's mine, and yours-though you deny
Your brother. I will not be conquered here.
ISM ENE
0 you, indefatigable, Creon
32
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yap voeTc; 0cmmv a<p', anoppTJTOV no:\e1;

TOY youv eµov Kal TOY crov ~v au µ~ 8£.X.nc;
aOeA<pov: OU yap o~ npoOoua' aA.waoµm.

ANTIGONE
Then neither shall I urge you further on,
Not even if you were willing to act
With me, such things would not be sweet to do.
But know what sort of person that you are
For I myself will honor him in death
And dying doing so will be gorgeous.
Beloved and loving I will lie open,
Playing a pious villain, since more time

85

90

oih ' 8.v KEAeucrmµ' OUT' av, et 0£A.01c; ETL
7tpUOOElV, eµou y' UV ~Oewc; 6p<!>T]c; µ£Ta.
aAA' fo0 ' onola 001 6oKEL, KELVOV {)' eyw
ea."'w: KaAOV µ01 TOUTO no1oucrn 8aveTv.
cpiAT] µn ' auTou Keicroµm, cpiA.ou µ£Ta,
oata navoupy~aacr' . end nA.elwv Xpovoc;
ov 6eT µ, apfoKetv Tole; KUTW TWV ev8Me.
EKET yap aid Kelaoµm: crol 6 ', et OoKeT,
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Arthur Kohn

Antigone

Must I spend standing with those down below
Than must be spent with those above the ground.
I'll lie open forever in that place
But if to you it seems best, hold the honored
Things of the Gods in dishonor and shame.

ANTIGONE
Then whenever I am run out of strength
Entirely I will have ceased myself

-ra -rwv St:wv ev-rLµ' cmµaaaa' ext:.

ISMENE
But firstly it is not suited to hunt
For things without the means-

Pl<;t 7t0ALTWV opav ecpuv aµ~xavoc;.

ANTIGONE
Don't fear for me, set straight your deadly dest'ny.

If you will say
These things you will be hated by me, more so
You'll justly lie forever loathed by the dead.
But ill-counseled allow me to suffer
These terrible things, for no suffering
Of mine will make me die unhonorably

au µEv -rao' &.v 7tpouxoL': eyw OE o~ -racpov
xwaoua' 0.0t:A<p4> <pLALa-rq> 11opt:liaoµm.

µ~

105

ANTIGONE
Oh woe is me! You must speak out, for many
Will find you far more hateful if you speak not
To this.

'µou 11po-rappeL: -rov aov

£~6p0ou

116-rµov.

an, ouv 11poµ11vuanc; ye -rou-ro µrioevl
-roupyov, Kpu<pft OE Kt:U0e, CJUV 0, au-rwc; eyw.

o'lµm, Ka-rauoa: nonov exSlwv fot:L
mywa', £avµ~ 7tclO'l Kflpu~nc; TCtOE.

ISMENE
Sepµ~v

Your hot heart beats for frozen things.

34

115

ANTIGONE

ISMENE
Alas, oh wretched , how I fear for you!

ISMENE
And even if you could at any rate
However without means now is your love.

aetvw, 7terrafooµm.

eyw µEv OUK chLµa 7toLoUµm, -ro OE

ANTIGONE
You may push these things forth but I'll proceed
100
With pushing forth the earth over our dear'st brother.

ANTIGONE
For I know I please those I'm fated to most

µ~

95

ISMENE
I will not make myself dishonored for
I can;t, by nature act 'gainst the city.

ISMENE
But do not speak before you do this deed
In secret hide this thing, and so will I

OUKOUV, o-rav o~

110

e7tl \jluxpotO'l Kapolav exeLc;.

an' oIO' apfoKoua' otc; µaALa0 ' aoetv µe

el Kal OUV~O'El y': an' aµ11xavwv epq.c;.

XP~·

ISMENE
But if to you it seems the best, you must go.
Still know this that it's thoughtless to do so,
But still your friends have every right to love you.

el -rauTa AE~Elc;, exSapt:T µEv e~ eµou,

120

txepa OE Ttj) eav6vTL npoaKelaeL olKn.
950.n' ea µe Kal T~V £~ eµou OuapouAlav
11a8e1v To OeLvov -rou-ro: 11elaoµm yap ou
TO<JOUTOV ouo£v W<JTE µ~OU KaAwc; Savt:Tv.

an' Ei OoKEL O'Ol, aTetxe: TOUTO 0, '(a0, OTL
avouc; µEv epxeL, -rote; <plAoLc; o' 6p0wc; <plATJ.

125

[Antigone exits,
Ismene re-enters the Palace.]

CHORUS
0 many are the terrible wonders
But nothing is more great than those of man.
And this does find its way and make its place
Across the stoney grey and sultry sea
With wildly storming swelling southern winds
Surrounded by the depths of the dark waves
He pushed further, under, and beyond.
The highest of the Gods, un-waning Earth,
Indefatigable, is worn away
As plows move to and fro as year by year
The horses bastards wear and churn the land.
And a light minded race of birds is caught
In nets, just as the savage swarms of beasts
And creatures of the sea, he leads them all.
With serpentine spun coils does brilliant man

1

5

10

7tOAAa Ta oe1va KOUOEV av8pw11ou Oe1v6-repov 7tEAEL.
TOUlO Kal 7tOALOU nepav 7tOVTOU XELµeplq> VOTq>
XWPEL, 7tt:plppuxlotO'LV
11epwv u11 ' o'(oµamv.
Sewv Te Tav u11epTa-rav, !av
acp81-rov, a.KaµaTav, cmoTpueTm
iHoµevwv O.p6Tpwv hoc; elc; ewe;
l1111elq> ytve1 110Aeuwv.
KOu<pov6wv TE <pUAOV 6pvi0wv aµcp1paAwv ayt:L
Kat 011pwv ayplwv e8v11 rr6v-rou T' eivaAlav <j>UO'LV
arrelpmm OLKTUOKAwa-roLc;,
rrept<ppao~c; av~p:

15

Kpa-ret OE µ11xavatc; aypauAou
011poc; 6pwa1pa-ra, Aaa1auxt:va 0'
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Antigone

Untitled I Scott Chevallier

Subdue with his machine the field dwelling,
And mountain roaming beasts, and tightly grips
The shaggy horse's mane, and yokes and breaks
The back of an unwearied mountain bull.
And speech with airy thought and city customs
And impulses he has now taught himself and
To flee the savage frozen clear cold air.
And the wild stormy bolts, all contriving
Held back in nothing, towards destiny
He starts himself. He only stops for death.
Against all other maladies he's found
A way to slither through and keep moving.
Possessing subtle and resourceful skill
Beyond expectation he comes around
And traces back from evil now to good.
And when he honors the laws of the land,
And justice of the gods, to which he's bounded
By oath, his city dwells in great prosperity,
But banned from this city is he, who's rash
And coupled with disgrace. Never
May I share land or home with man as he.
And never may he think my thoughts, this man.

'lmtoV oxµa(eTCH etµ<pl AO<pOV (uywv
oupelOV T'

20

CtKµ~-ra

-raupov.

KUL cp0£yµa KUL UVeµOeV <ppOVTjµa KUL QO'TUVOµouc;
6pyac; EOL<Sa~a-ro Kal ouaauA.wv

naywv unal0pelU Kal ofooµ~pa <peuyeLV ~EAT]
nav-ron6poc;: anopoc; en, ouoev epxe-rm

25

TO µ£AA.ov: 'A.Loa µ6vov <peU~Lv OUK £na~£Tal:
VOO'WV 0, aµrixavwv cpuyac; ~uµn£cppaO'Tal.

aocp6v Tl TO µrixav6ev Texvac; unep EA.nio, exwv
TOTE µev KUKOV, aAAoT ' £71' fo0A.ov ep7tel,

30

voµouc; yepaipwv x0ovoc; 0eWV T' EVOpKOV OLKUV,
U'JIL7tOAL<;: anoA.tc; OT<.p TO µ~ KUAOV
~UVEO'Tl ToA.µac;

YEVOLTO

xapLV. µ~T' eµol napfoTtoc;
<ppovwv oc; TUO, epoel.

µ~T , '(aov

35

[Enter Antigone]

Is this a dark warning now sent by God?
But how can I deny this having seen
This daughter here to be Antigone
0 you disastrous and of disaster
Brought of your father Oedipus. What's this?
Do you not fail to follow royal rules
And due to utter senselessness will fall.

.,,

I
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ec; fotµoVLOV TEpac; aµ<pLVOW
-r6oe: nwc; eiowc; avTLA.oy~aw
T~vo' ouK e1vm nato ' AvTLyovriv.

w

OUO"tTjVO<;
Kal oua-r~vou naTpoc; Olom68a,
TL 7tOT,; OU o~ 7tOU O'E y, ama-rouaav
-role; ~aO'LAELOLO'LV ayouO'l v6µ01c;
Kal EV acppoauvn Ka0eAOVTec;;

I
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Smokey the Bear suffered from a lack of foresight
by Victoria Lockamy
Smokey the Bear suffered from a lack of foresight.
Recently environmentalists have noticed an upward trend
in the destruction caused by forest fires.
They also noticed this upward trend correlated suspiciously
well with a different upward trend,
The use of the phrase:
"Only You Can Protect Forest Fires"
Humans, they say, are too effective at preventing forest
fires, allowing litter and debris to build up
And because humans are not yet perfect at preventing forest fires,
All this does is provide more kindling.
Turns out a little fire is good.
But knowing that doesn't make the burning in my head
hurt any less,
So still I
Try to put it out in an ashtray,
Douse it with water.
But I'm not any better at preventing forest fires than most
people,
So it's only a matter of time before it's all ablaze
I blame the liberal media,
That expansive, indistinct entity which is practically infallible
Because even though we're supposed to hate it for its bias
and corruption and sensationalism
I can't help but like them because they make my political
stances look good
As it turns out, I'm a pack animal
Just like the donkey
(Though maybe here, ass is more appropriate)

I

Texture-03 I Xiuyuan Zhang

And I suppose to an extent that may be true,
But isn't it wrong that I feel no responsibility for the mental
stress I'm under?
Or for the pain I cause others out of selfishness because I
need to "put myself first"
Or for the poor traits I exhibit because "if you can't handle
me at my worst, you don't deserve me at my best"
They say we're the "me" generation
Mindless, irreverent, narcissists
But I think that's inaccurate,
Because although I'm self-obsessed, the DSM-V classifies
narcissists as holding the belief that they are better than
others
WebMD has been terrible for my hypochondria
(Self-diagnosed I'll admit.)
WebMD is successful for the same reason horoscopes are:
Give anyone vague enough specifications, and they will
identify with it
But isn't everyone fatigued anyways?
And isn't everyone suffering from headaches?
And that constant crawling in my skin is just the physical
sensation of my Manifest Destiny pulling me into everyday
of the rest of my life
The Prime Mover
An ethereal whisper in my ear:
"Don't look back. Don't look back"
We all know Orpheus's struggle, running blindly ahead,
everything we've ever wanted
Dissipating before our eyes with every wavering doubt.

After the liberal media told me Only [I] Could Prevent
Forest Fires,
They started to explain to me
That everyone is a result of their environment.
Nurture is key, they say.
We are unfortunate victims of the circumstances of our
birth.

I
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What's in my purse.~I Calida Howell
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It's Raining Cats and Dogmatism
by Abigail Purnell
1.
There should be some different word, other than "grey," for
those luminous blue-white skies that come with the rain
here. It rains here.
2.
I have fought the good fight, I have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
3.

In math we talked about infinity;
About how we don't take it to mean eternity, not really-Eternity is a concept we couldn't use, not really (it's empty
for us,
meager finite things)-To say a thing is infinite is only to say
That as far as I know
And as far as I can see,
As far as I can imagine
Its extension is endless;
And so I use the indeterminate
Like the infinite
For my own purposes.

Abigail Purnell

Will speak loudly and formally
To themselves.
Lately the expression "divine mystery"
Has been on my mind and in my heart and
Sheepishly off my lips;
I have given up.
This is to say,
A divine mystery
Is recognition
Of my own defeat.
A divine mystery
Is my own willingness
To admit
That I do not know,
And I cannot see
Those things
That I can barely imagine.

6.
He who has ears, let him hear.

7.
4.
You are bone of my bones
And flesh of my flesh.
These bones,
This flesh,
These moments.
Those eyes.
These skies.

5.
Science has assured me
There are colors I cannot see
And sounds that I cannot hear
And that electrons behave differently
When they are watched,
In the way children, conscious of an audience,
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I look
As far into this indeterminate space
As I can get my head around,
My eyes around,
My arms around,
And still I do not see.
I do not touch
I do not know.
Those things we call divine mysteries
Are those places
Those ideas
Those elusive, illusive noumena
That stretch on and on
Beyond
Anything I could imagine.

We call them mysteries
Because we believe,
Despite this,
They can be known.
And we call them divine
Because the human mind
Will live and decay
Before we can understand.

Or not once you leave it the first time.
A friend who is always so literal
Said to me once:
If home is where the heart is,
Are you not always at homeYour heart being, as it is,
Necessary for your ongoing existence
as a human organism?

8.
I used to write stories.
I used to read books.
I never used to cry.

And I said, a little astonished,
A while later,
Yes, exactly.

9.
The white of the sky
And the yellow leaves
Still i~ trees
Press against each other.

We carry our homes in our selves.
They stay in fragments inside of us,
Necessary, absolutely fundamental,
To our human existence.

10.Inertia:

13.
After a while, everything ends.

We are all doing
Everything we can
To exist endlessly
Until we end.

(14.
As far as I know,
As far as I can feel sure of.)

11.
I can forgive anyone anything
Anything done to me,
Anything left out,
And I do it with my whole self.
Because I admire that they are still going on.
Because I really truly don't understand anymore
· What it might mean
To keep going.

12.
I am convinced now
That home does not exist,
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A Decrepit Tutor

Untitled Works / Charlie Denton

by Stan Lavery
Clene and kempt he wore his hoary hair
His clere eyes two no wars the were.
Yholde his heed in on hand often tenden,
As to the sclate myshappy clarkes wenden.
He knew by rote Greek wordes everychone,
And many a songe of "Country" fashione
Which told of povre men, and of prisoun;
Of Trewe Love, and fornication;
Ofbresten herts and breste biheste also,
Of houndes dede, and muchel care and wo!
Hevynesse of hert, swich tradgedye
Songs suchel to the tavern al may gye!
On early morwe colde, in reyn or sonne,
Pass sokyngly* on foote, (ycleped "run")
Far doun his nose ywered his perspectives,
Misshappy clerks all dreden his directives.
He grucche often of his surgeryes,
And sorwe siketh of his somtel wyves.
When siker clerks expounde far amiss,
Hangynge his head, he sowrly mad, "Tis, tis."
"I trowe", quod he, "this day I tak me lif,
''Alas ne t'overbyde myn eldest wif!"
But him anon dispos'd him otherwyse;
Clerks in an heep he deem'd nat worth two fl.yse!
But face to face in conversatione,
No longer was he that curmudgeone,
But in swete chere and manere gav his say
Avys and conceil, resoun each clerk's Essay
Alas this Tutor's care and wo of age,
Seemth al in playe - the studie was his stage!

*adv. gradually, step by step
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Shipwreck I Sophie Colt

. Notes from the Other Side
by Judy Seeger
(In the early 1970's my husband Tony and I spent about a
year living with a group of Indians near the headwaters of
the Xingu River in Central Brazil while he did research for
his PhD dissertation in social anthropology. In subsequent
years we made other visits, most recently in May of 2015.
These pieces were written after that last visit.)

The Cuban Doctor

people, plaza, forest, river, sky, sun, moon, stars ...
So why can't you say what you mean?
dancing, singing, stamping, swirling, smiling, laughing, crying ...
No!

In the flickering firelight
the touch of

Puking my guts out in central Brazil
I was delivered to the Cuban doctor.

a feather ...

He was young (unlike me)
and brown (unlike me).
He was on a mission to help those in need.

Dark Sky in May 2015, 11° South·Latitude

Or

To the north the Big Dipper pours out all its contents,
until toward dawn, drained dry, it dips below the trees.

He was on a mission to demonstrate the superiority of his
island's economic and social system.
He gave me some soro,
salty and sweet.
Muchas gracias, Alejandro, por haberme bien tratado.
Me estoy sintiendo me.Jar.

The Bathroom in the Jungle
How come when you build a bathroom in the jungle
Suddenly there's a line
?

No Words? (After Hegel?)

I

The Evening Star pierces the twilight's deep blue.

To the south the Southern Cross proceeds across the
heavens.
Some must have seen it as a sign.
From east to west the smaller stars are strewn across the
sky,
the glowing embers of a burning tree they say.
Celestial animals tread that starry trail.
You see them as patches of darkness
silently making their way.
From time to time, with blinking lights, a jet cuts through
the dark.
"Did you see?" I ask my friend, as we sit on a blanket outside the long house,
"The sky canoe! That's the way I came and that's the way
I'll leave."

1

How can you speak when you have no words?
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But that can't be right! There are plenty of words:
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Judy Seeger

Notes from the Other Side

Watercolor: Going Up the Xingu River in the Rainy Season in an Aluminum Motorboat

The Rainy Season Begins: 1
You can see the dark clouds trailing ribbons of rain.
That one will miss us but that one will strike us for sure!
G.!iick! Grab your dress from the line!
Stinging clouds of dust raised from the plaza are
whipped by the wind.
The thatch on the roofs rises and rustles.

In the old village the houses leaked badly.
We would move our hammocks to avoid the worst drips.
We would dig troughs in the dirt floor with tablespoons
to drain the water.
In this new village the houses are tighter.
We're safe inside.

The Rainy Season Begins: 2

Billowing curtains of rain smudge the forest.
Pillars of mist rise like smoke from the river.
Falling and rising the boundaries are blurred.
The world is a study in gray.
What could be more fragile than our little boat beating its
way upriver against the fierce
torrent draining the high plateau?
When the motor falls silent we drift in a moment
much farther downstream than we've come.
A black tattered tarp keeps out some of the rain,
while the cold silver hull makes a hard drizzly bed,
as lulled by the deep throb of the laboring motor
I dream the long hours away.

At first the earth drinks in the rain.
After all, it hasn't rained for months.
The water simply disappears
as if it had never been.
And then we're back to dust again.
There will be time enough for puddles;
Time enough for shining sandy beaches
to be submerged beneath the flood;
Time enough for fish to flee and game to gather,
trapped on islands nonexistent now;
Time enough for the river to rise,
and time enough for mud.

Night and Day: Going up the Suia-Missu in the Dry
Season in a Dugout Canoe

By night:
You find yourself afloat in a field of stars.
Do you want one?
Just reach down and pluck it from the river.
But watch out for the curious caimans!
They swim alongside and they bite.
The stars drip through your fingers.
How to hold them?

By day:
The Rainy Season
I

I

It seems that nothing ever really dries.
Things range from soaked to (on a good day) damp.

We roll up our hammocks and set off by moonlight,
while leaves still shine silver and jaguars still hoot in the
forest,
so when the sun is high and hot we've paddled a long way.
The river at its source is crystal clear and nearly still.

Sun-speckled bass glide gracefully through river grass beneath our boat.
Under blazing sun cool water beckons.
But watch out, for the depths are deceptive!
Stepping out of the canoe you may find yourself in over
your head.

The Bad and the Good
The bad:

loneliness
anger
greed
sickness
sorrow
death
disorder

The good:

dancing
singing
eating
laughing
being strong
being beautiful
knowing your place in an orderly world

The Umbrella Fish (0 candiru*)
Piranhas? They're easy enough to avoid. They school in
sharp bends where the river runs deep, beneath steep sandy
banks where some food might fall in. You know not to
swim in those pools.
Stingrays? Also avoidable. You roil the river bottom with
a stick before you step. They lurk in the mud but they flee.
Electric eels? Sure, they'll give you a shock, but I got one
only once. About a dozen of us were pushing a large net
across a pond left by the receding river. The water before us
teemed with flapping fish. An old man accidently struck
an eel with a machete that had no handle: pure metal! He
hollered and leapt from the water. The rest of us got a good
shock and a good laugh.
But the umbrella fish? That's a different story. It's a slender creature that swims into bodily orifices and, once there,
opens itself up like an umbrella. Then you're in for it! The
only way to remove it is surgically.
Piranhas, stingrays, electric eels: I've seen - and eaten them all. An umbrella fish? Never! But I think every Brazilian in the Interior knows its story.
*"Common designation for various species of bony fish ...
There is a popular belief, not scientifically proven, that the
candiru penetrates the urethra of people who are bathing
in rivers." Translated from the Novo Dicionario Aurelio,
Fourteenth Edition. Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.

The Mystery of the Tapir's Anus
One day someone killed a tapir - enough meat for the
whole village in those days!
And they gave us the anal sphincter - well boiled, to be
sure, but still - the anus!
The body part we always laughed about!
Why did they give us the tapir's anus?
Was it a delicacy?
Was it a joke?
Was it acknowledgement that we were the only ones
in the village whose teeth might be strong enough
to chew it? (They weren't; we tried.)
What do you do with a tapir's anus?
Cut it up somehow and eat it?
Wait until dark and heave it into the woods or the
river?
In the end, we gave it back: "This is not sweet to us."
Why did they give us that tapir's anus?
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Notes from the Other Side
Judy Seeger

I didn't ask them then and I didn't ask them later.

so was I.

I guess I decided that some things don't need to be known.
People poured out of the houses and onto the plaza in the
reddening light.

Snatches of Speech
"You've come!"
"Yes, I've come."
"Where are you going?"
"I'm going to the water."
"Go ahead!"
''Are you awake?"
"Yes, I'm awake."

In the commotion a dog lunged and bit me.

"Who's that?"
"Me."
"Where are you going?"
"I'm going to the garden."
"Go ahead!"
''Are you leaving?"
"Yes, I'm leaving."
"Let's go together!"
"Let's!"

I was hurt and mad as hell
but looking back I guess he feared I meant to do his people
harm.
At last of course the moon came back to life.
Even then they knew my people had walked on it.

Sleeping in a Hammock
"Until tomorrow."
"Until tomorrow."

Reminiscing with the Chief's Wife /Total Eclipse of the
Moon
We agree that as pets we prefer parrots to dogs or cats.
We remember songs we've sung together:Javari and Yamuricuma learned from the Upriver Indians, Juruna songs
danced while drinking spit-started manioc brew bubbling
and working in its dugout trough, songs of the Txukarramae sung and danced by women and men in facing rows ...
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Some sang to bring the moon back; some shot flaming arrows.
Mothers covered the heads of their children with tree cotton:
protection from wandering spirits who meant to do them
harm.

Sleeping in a hammock is the best!
You make yourself a comfortable nest.
Make sure your ropes are strong and tightly bound:
There's nothing underneath you but the ground.
A rolled-up blanket makes a handy sheath
To warm you from above and from beneath.
Once in, you're cradled in a pocket deep
And perfectly disposed for restful sleep,
As long as you don't dwell on the precar-

Sleeping in a Hammock with a Malarial Fever while
Everyone Else is Dancing
If you can call it sleep ...
Phantasmagoric shadows cast by fires
dip and soar on the towering thatch.
Passing beneath the rope of my hammock
painted dancers set the hammock swinging ...
Drifting in . . .
Drifting out .. .
I hear fragments of song ...
Fever dreams take on the rhythm of the dance.
They say that sickness means your spirit has been stolen.
Perhaps it hides among the fish, among the bees, among
the trees ...
Haven't you heard? The whole world sings!
But you must listen carefully ...
And then perhaps when you return you'll bring a song back
too.
. My body is aching ... where is my spirit?
My body is burning . . . where is my song?

iousness of sleeping hanging in the air.

We remember the night the moon died, or so the old people say. That was in the old village when she was young and
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At Home in the World: A Toast to the Graduates
Delivered kY Louis Petrich, Tutor, May 4, 2015, at the Graduate Institute Commencement Reception

D

ear students, graduates, and guests of the Graduate Institute--on behalf of my colleagues on the
faculty of St.John's College, I shall propose a toast
with the help of several authors I happen to have been
reading and pondering these last days. A classical origin
for our words is, of course, a tribute to our inner resources,
but also (as Nietzsche says) to our poverty of creation, our ·
spiritual ungainliness, if this is how we must quench our
thirst, as humped camels do, from storage, surrounded all
the while by much that has become desert in this noisy
world. It is my hope, therefore, that you may discover, time
and again, as thoughtful camels, something I recently experienced to my wonder, when I re-encountered a very famous English poem that I assigned to my senior language
students, written by Matthew Arnold around 1851, called
"Dover Beach." In it, a man stands by an open window,
while looking out over the beach at Dover, England, and
talking all the while to a silent woman present in the room
with him. I remembered quite liking this poem when I
first studied it as an English major in college over 30 years
ago, at that time having seen next to nothing of the world,
though the poem is in fact about the world and how to live
in its turmoil. By the way, although I have been teaching
for many years, here and around the world, I still ask myself how great literature should be taught to college kids
who know so little yet of life in this world. Mathematics, science, metaphysics even, I can teach to novices, but
literature?--which spans life and death, heaven and hell? I
am satisfied if they store up its beauties for later uses; and
therefore I proceed now with my toast in the confidence
that you folks, being older, are perhaps readier to hear some
hard things.
As I was saying, I had not had occasion to return to
this fondly remembered poem, "Dover Beach," until I reread it in the good company of my seniors, with whom I
had pleasurably shared many old, lettered friends, but this
time I found to my surprise that I disliked the experience
at once. I felt somehow sickened by the poem, and immediately I sought relief in a parody written by Anthony
Hecht in 1967 called (pardon me), "The Dover Bitch."This
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parody is written from the point of view of the silent woman in Arnold's poem, who cannot stand being treated as a
"cosmic last resort" by a nervous, classically educated man
who would rather ruminate on the sonorous sufferings in
Sophocles and over the terrors unleashed by the ignorant
armies in Thucydides, than to make simple, proper love to a
pretty girl on a romantic, moonlit beach. Who can blame
her? I felt guilty to perhaps spoil my students' opportunity
to like this poem, by impressing upon them my newfound
dislike. But I asked them, as I do you, to lay this up for
consideration: why is it that of the works we had loved as
readers in youth, some retain or augment their power to
transport and we love them the more, but others are found
to disappoint or even to become repulsive in age? Is it that
our more mature and refined tastes now detect better what
is truly fine or disgusting in things? Or, is it that our chastened enthusiasms no longer catch at the surface beauties
and miracles that formerly took hold of the eager heart,
the depths and heights instead having become the lonely
anchorages of our advanced journeys?
In any case, my friends, as you grow older in the company of undying literature, I hope that you may experience
these questions upon returning to a poem or book that you
remember liking, or, I hasten to add, one that you did not
like or did not take time to know, but may later find to be
indispensable, like a new friend among enemies. Though
the latter experiences are puzzling, because why would you
return to a book that you did not like, or turn to one you
know not? Well, maybe the book, if I may speak of books
as friends, has a loyal liking for you. Besides, if the soul is
immortal, as we may dare to suppose from our unquenchable thirst, or even if the soul is but a follower of the gay
philosophy that promises jungles beyond deserts and playgrounds after jungles, then there will be time for those unread or disliked books, too; there will be time "for a hundred visions and revisions," as another poet of this modern
desert landscape has put it, in another love song worthy of
parody, of liking and disliking over time, because it is that
good and deserving of a home in us. (T.S. Eliot, "The Love
Song of]. Alfred Prufrock'').
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Now there is something I had forgotten about Matthew Arnold that I rediscovered upon questioning my altered feelings towards his poem, for I was not resigned to
lose an old friend, and I should like to share this singular
fact with you. Matthew Arnold was, by profession, a lifelong school inspector. He believed that education was the
only way to rescue the souls of the vast, rising middle classes
from a sickness and evil that his contemporary, Baudelaire,
named "ennui," and whose type Arnold himself was the
first to label, "the philistine": a person of utilitarian dullness, comfort-seeking, security-mongering, media-minded,
easy-going, always nice and inoffensive, therefore anemic,
slavish, and trivial. I wonder what this Victorian school
inspector would have to report of our cultural practices and
their human types today. Perhaps, mindful of this fact, I
should face "Dover Beach" again, with your help. Which
behavior do you think is better: to look out a window at a
moonlit beach, to hear the pebbles being thrown up and
drawn back by the murmuring waves, and to invite your
beloved to think of Sophocles, who made tragic poetry out
of such sights and sounds?--Or, to register your satisfaction
that this pleasant sea-side resort is rated, by the mass clicking of browsers under the moonlight--click, click, click-- one
of the top twelve places to go for a convenient weekend
get-away (discounted in the off-season), which earns points
towards a free stay and partner points if you switch your life
insurance? Indeed, I would like to ask the silent woman of
Arnold's poem, or you ladies in the audience, what kind of
man you would prefer as a lover. The man of the poem appeals to his lady-friend in these words: "Ah, love, let us be
true/ To one another!" What does his appeal to "be true"
mean, sandwiched as it is between references to Sophocles
and Thucydides? In view of Arnold's professional concerns
for the life of the middling soul in a "darkling plain," I
think it means this: "let us keep in our possession the light,
joy, love, and help that we find in the creative works of our
predecessors, who poured their lives into making this world
a place where we would want to be born. A place we strive
to be able to call 'home'." This, I think, is essentially the
appeal that Winston Churchill made in 1940, as he looked

Bonaire, Netherlands Antilles I Louis Petrich, Tutor

across the Channel from Dover Beach and saw what Arnold foresaw--the "alarums," the "struggle and flight" from
barbarism-and he rallied the English classes, one and all,
to be true to one another as keepers of the light. So, at the
inspiration of this poem, which once I liked in innocence,
recently disliked with experience, and upon present consideration begin to like again, I now make this same appeal
to the graduates-"let us be true to one another." Rich in
gratitude for the hours we have spent hearing together the
murmuring sea of remembered voices sweet and bitter, the
full tide of humanity right at our Chesapeake home shores,
and with boldness to keep that tide from withdrawing over
the edge of the world, let us, the faculty of St. John's College, raise our glasses to toast the graduates of this Institute,
masters of the arts that make this world fit for poor human
souls.
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